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Viral Infections of Humans

1997-06-30

an exhaustive reference on epidemiological aspects of viral infections in humans with section on concepts and methods acute viral
infections viral infections and malignant diseases and chronic diseases chapters on specific viruses offer a common framework of material
on methods of epidemiologic

Emerging and Re-emerging Viral Infections

2017-05-11

the chapters in this topical volume of advances in microbiology infectious diseases and public health present exciting insightful
observations on emerging viral infections like influenza middle east respiratory syndrome or mosquito transmitted diseases as well as
the potential of social media in preventing and fighting infectious diseases this rapidly developing field of study which involves
interdisciplinary and challenging research conducted in both industrialized and limited resource countries can yield vital information
for the life and social sciences for public health and for healthcare in general the aim of this volume is to contribute to the development
of knowledge on emerging infections in the endless struggle between viruses and man the chapters selected are not intended as a
systematic collection of all emerging infections but instead highlight recent discoveries and provide insights on today s hot topics the
book offers a valuable resource for all scientists working in the field of emerging viral infections and possible vaccines as well as for
laboratory and medical staff whose work involves preventing controlling and combatting infectious diseases

Lennette's Laboratory Diagnosis of Viral Infections

2016-04-19

written from the perspective of the diagnostician this bestselling book is the definitive text on the laboratory diagnosis of human viral
diseases it contains a wealth of illustrations tables and algorithms to enhance your understanding of this ever evolving field the book is a
ready reference for virologists microbiologists epidemiologists laboratorians and infections disease specialists and students

Viral Infections of Humans

2013-11-11

the disability adjusted life year daly is a generic measure of health effect that can be used in cost effectiveness analysis as an alternative
to the quality adjusted life year qaly infectious diseases are one of the major to cause significant losses of daly and qaly human infectious
diseases are disorders that are triggered by the micro organisms such as bacteria fungi viruses or parasites the majority of such diseases
are contagious and create a public health menace there are several reasons why infectious diseases are deadly diseases and one of the
primary reasons is the drug resistance developed over time drug resistance associated mutations are linked to increasing drug efflux
modifications of the drugs or their targets every year new drugs are being approved by fda to treat infectious diseases nonetheless the
infectious diseases will undoubtedly persist as permanent and main threats to humanity for now and in the future primarily due to
increased longevity that almost always comes at a cost of impaired immunity a total of four books are covered under the series of
infectious drug diseases malarial drug delivery systems tubercular drug delivery systems viral drug delivery systems infectious disease
drug delivery systems the third volume of series is focused on viral drug delivery systems typically virus attaches to the cells referred
as host cell and releases its dna or rna inside the cell in second stage virus s genetic material takes control of the cell and forces it to
replicate the virus leading to onset of disease symptoms dna class of viruses include herpes papilloma and adeno viruses rna class of
viruses include retroviruses such as hiv immunodeficiency virus and sars cov 2 corona virus this book addresses recent developments
in viral drug delivery systems it covers many different aspects of viral infections ways to treat them using modern drug delivery
systems like nano particulate carriers the choice of viral delivery systems mainly depends upon the type of virus duration of life cycle
presence of drug resistance cellular and mucosal interaction of virus accordingly gene or non gene drug delivery systems are selected
besides that this book also reports global dynamics of viral diseases future predictions of infection rate current treatment options details of
drug carriers like nanoemulsions polymeric nanoparticles role of biofunctionalization and phyto molecules in treatment of viral
infections particularly herpes covid 19 ebola hiv aids influenza and viral hepatitis audiences from a broad range of groups from
researchers academicians and public health bodies to regulatory experts can benefit from the compiled information to learn more about
patient needs and current research advances in the field of viral drug delivery research

Viral Drug Delivery Systems

2023-04-10

new epidemics such as aids and mad cow disease have dramatized the need to explore the factors underlying rapid viral evolution and
emerging viruses this comprehensive volume is the first to describe this multifaceted new field it places viral evolution and
emergence in a historical context describes the interaction of viruses with hosts and details the advances in molecular biology and
epidemiology that have provided the tools necessary to track developing viral epidemics and to detect new viruses far more
successfully than could be done in the recent past this unique book also lucidly details case histories and offers practical suggestions for
the prevention of future epidemics the contributors are leading authorities in their disciplines and were selected both for their expert
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knowledge and for their ability to define and elucidate the fundamental issues the book is highly accessible and has been written for a
wide audience that includes virologists public health authorities medical anthropologists evolutionary biologists geneticists infectious
disease specialists and social scientists interested in medical and health issues

Emerging Viruses

1996-08-01

significant zoonotic diseases have appeared with increasing frequency in recent years at a symposium held in galveston texas in march
2004 many outstanding virologists and others presented papers under the broad theme of emergence the intent was to elucidate the
diseases themselves the mechanisms by which they have emerged the publication perception and response to the diseases and the
possibility of prevention or prediction the papers in this book summarize the talks of this meeting among the many timely papers are
those by nobel prize winner peter doherty influenza epidemiologists robert webster and jeffery taubenberger and important
contributions by neal nathanson esteban domingo barry beaty david walker james hughes and others of world expertise

Infectious Diseases from Nature: Mechanisms of Viral Emergence and Persistence

2006-06-07

fenner and white s medical virology fifth edition provides an integrated view of related sciences from cell biology to medical
epidemiology and human social behavior the perspective represented by this book that of medical virology as an infectious disease
science is meant to provide a starting point an anchor for those who must relate the subject to clinical practice public health practice
scholarly research and other endeavors the book presents detailed exposition on the properties of viruses how viruses replicate and how
viruses cause disease these chapters are then followed by an overview of the principles of diagnosis epidemiology and how virus
infections can be controlled the first section concludes with a discussion on emergence and attempts to predict the next major public
health challenges these form a guide for delving into the specific diseases of interest to the reader as described in part ii this lucid and
concise yet comprehensive text is admirably suited to the needs of not only advanced students of science and medicine but also
postgraduate students teachers and research workers in all areas of virology features updated and expanded coverage of pathogenesis
and immunity contains the latest laboratory diagnostic methods provides insights into clinical features of human viral disease vaccines
chemotherapy epidemiology and control

Viruses on the Border of Life

1970

since smallpox eradication the science of eradication has changed and with it our definitions of what diseases are possible to eradicate
however eradication must not beget complacency as has been learned from past control or eradication attempts with a variety of viral
diseases from yellow fever to influenza accidental or intentional reintroduction is a real threat one that could strike anywhere and for
which we need to be fully prepared the criteria for assessing eradicability of polio measles and other viral infections have been debated
extensively with the elimination and eradication of several viral diseases on the horizon issues surrounding the cessation of
immunization activities become exceedingly important in an effort to better understand the dynamics of disease eradication and post
immunization policies the institute of medicine forum on emerging infections hosted a two day workshop february 1 2 2001 on the
consequences of viral disease eradication this book explores the principles underlying the biological challenges medical interventions
the continuing research agenda and operational considerations for post immunization strategies for vaccine preventable viral diseases
and highlights important efforts that may facilitate wise decision making

Fenner and White's Medical Virology

2016-11-09

in the past half century deadly disease outbreaks caused by novel viruses of animal origin nipah virus in malaysia hendra virus in
australia hantavirus in the united states ebola virus in africa along with hiv human immunodeficiency virus several influenza subtypes
and the sars sudden acute respiratory syndrome and mers middle east respiratory syndrome coronaviruses have underscored the
urgency of understanding factors influencing viral disease emergence and spread emerging viral diseases is the summary of a public
workshop hosted in march 2014 to examine factors driving the appearance establishment and spread of emerging re emerging and
novel viral diseases the global health and economic impacts of recently emerging and novel viral diseases in humans and the scientific
and policy approaches to improving domestic and international capacity to detect and respond to global outbreaks of infectious disease
this report is a record of the presentations and discussion of the event

Considerations for Viral Disease Eradication

2002-08-18

this book provides trajectories and illustrations of viruses that have catapulted into the global arena linked to humans animals and
vectors due to human behaviors in recent years as well as viruses that have already shown expansion among humans animals and
vectors just a few decades ago topics in the current book include vaccines environmental impact emerging virus transmission filovirus
ebola hemorrhagic fevers flaviviruses dengue evasion papillomaviruses hepatitis c nipah virus giant viruses hantaviruses bunyaviruses
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encephalitides west nile virus zika virus xmrv henipaviruses human respiratory syncytial virus influenza a virus several aspects of hiv
1

Emerging Viral Diseases

2015-03-19

experts discuss the threat posed by emerging viruses and describe ongoing efforts to face future outbreaks by searching for new
antivirals developing new vaccines and improving methods of diagnosis and surveillance australian contributor

Global Virology I - Identifying and Investigating Viral Diseases

2015-07-13

the pregnant host is at risk for any of the viral diseases her nonpregnant counterpart acquires additionally pregnancy heightens our
concerns regarding specific viral diseases be cause of their potential for enhanced adverse effects on both maternal and fetal well being
all too often the obstetrician relinquishes responsibility for the management of the gravida infected by a viral pathogen and those expert
in infectious diseases are confounded by the influence of pregnancy on these conditions a major goal of this textbook is to narrow the
gap between the two aforementioned management dichotomies in the virally infected pregnant woman weare at the infancy of our
understanding of viral infections in pregnancy the current and anticipated advancements are due in large part to a burgeoning
oftechnological achievements in the areas of immunodiagnostics molecular biology and pharmacotherapeutics our in utero diagnostic
capabilities both invasive and noninvasive have also allowed us new opportunities to study the effects of various maternal infectious
disease processes on the developing fetus new insights have been recognized pertaining to the maternal fetal interface the placenta in
that this structure is now acknowledged to function as both a mechanical and an immunological barrier to vertical transmission of
infection these observations suggest that there will be an outpouring of new data in the next several years that clinicians will need to
master to maintain an appropriate level of expertise in the care of their patients

Guide to Infectious Diseases by Body System

2007

dr pommerville s guide to infectious diseases by body system offers readers an excellent tool for learning about microbial diseases each
of the fifteen body system units presents a brief introduction to the anatomical system and the bacterial viral fungal or parasitic
organisms infecting the system anatomical illustrations are captioned with the diseases signs and symptoms each unit also provides the
names and brief descriptions of each disease and their causes and treatments this book makes an excellent infectious disease primer and
quick reference for any microbiology anatomy and physiology or allied health student pommerville s guide to infectious disease by
body system makes a great supplement for pommerville s alcamo s fundamentals of microbiology 7 e see page 6 donnersberger and
lesak scott s a laboratory textbook of anatomy and physiology cat version 8 e see page 4 clark s anatomy and physiology understanding
the human body see page 3 and chiras human biology 5 e see page 2

Emerging Viral Diseases of Southeast Asia

2012-12-06

written by a public health practitioner and a medical historian viral pandemics explores the terrifying world of viruses as the cause of
all acute pandemics since 1900 including the covid 19 pandemic the book illuminates the critical dual roles of viral biology and
increasing global interconnectedness that have resulted in an escalating pandemic spiral viral pandemics is the first book to focus
exclusively on pandemics caused by viruses and the first to report the covid 19 pandemic in each chapter the historiographic narrative
follows the path of the virus from its original detection through its first appearance as the cause of disease to its emergence as an
explosive pandemic scientific information is presented in an accessible straightforward style in compelling narratives that introduce the
extraordinary universe of diverse opportunistic viruses whose remarkable capacities make them formidable adversaries the book makes
it clear that global viral disease challenges are a persistent reality with the potential to cause catastrophic loss of life and major social and
economic damage a summary chapter draws together lessons learned and develops a proposed multidisciplinary global response viral
pandemics is the only book that provides a complete historical narrative focused on viral pandemics this comprehensive survey is
designed for students and scholars in biology epidemiology public health global history and the history of medicine as well as general
readers interested in the science of pandemics

Viral Diseases in Pregnancy

2005

frank bowden a specialist in the field of infectious disease and sexual health looks at one bug at a time weaving around them the stories
of his patients and their families the doctors and the difficulties they face and the horrors and successes of hospitals and health care
programs through bowden s own work in the field we encounter swine flu golden staph sars hepatitis and hiv and learn crucial lessons
about public health and the human experience of disease
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Guide to Infectious Diseases by Body System

1985

this paper develops a gravity model framework to estimate the impact of infectious diseases on bilateral tourism flows among 38 184
pairs of countries over the period 1995 2017 the results confirm that international tourism is adversely affected by disease risk and the
magnitude of this negative effect is statistically and economically significant in the case of sars for example a 10 percent rise in
confirmed cases leads to a reduction of as much as 9 percent in tourist arrivals furthermore while infectious diseases appear to have a
smaller and statistically insignificant negative effect on tourism flows to advanced economies the magnitude and statistical significance of
the impact of infectious diseases are much greater in developing countries where such diseases tend to be more prevalent and health
infrastructure lags behind

Viral Diseases Panels

2020-09-28

it is now widely acknowledged that at the beginning of this century claude von pirquet first pointed out that a viral disease i e measles
resulted in an anergy or depression of preexisting immune response namely delayed continuous hypersensitivity to ppd derived from
mycobacterium tuberculosis thereafter ob servations that viral infections may result in immunosuppression have been recorded by
many clinicians and infectious disease investigators for six or seven decades nevertheless despite sporadic reports that infectious diseases
caused by viruses may result in either transient or prolonged immunodepression investigation of this phenomenon languished until the
mid 1960s when it was pointed out that a number of experimental retroviral infections of mice with tumor viruses may result in
marked immunosuppression however it was not until the recognition of the new epidemic of acquired immunodeficiency syn drome
aids caused by the human immunodeficiency virus and related vi ruses that acquired immunodeficiencies associated with virus
infection became general knowledge among biomedical investigators as well as the lay public a number of reviews published during
the past decade or so pointed out that numerous viruses may affect humoral and cellular immune responses furthermore expanding
knowledge about the nature and mechanisms of both humoral and cellular immunity and pathogenesis of viral infections has pro vided
clinical and experimental models for investigating in depth how and why viruses of man and animals profoundly affect immune
responses

Viral Pandemics

2011-07

offers in depth condition specific information on diagnosis and patient evaluation treatment and management strategies outcomes
prevention risk reduction drugs and more provides instant confirmation of clinical judgments for six principal areas disease background
diagnosis treatment outcomes prevention and resources features the expertise of nationally recognized leaders in primary care and
specialty medicine who have synthesized the latest peer reviewed resources and evidence based information the pdxmdt medical
conditions series provides the latest on evaluation diagnosis management outcomes and prevention with concise action oriented
recommendations for each condition based on the breakthrough pdxmd electronic information system each title in the series provides
the same comprehensive approach for each disorder in a consistently organized format that supports clinical judgment at the point and
time of care

Gone Viral

2020-07-03

now in four convenient volumes field s virology remains the most authoritative reference in this fast changing field providing
definitive coverage of virology including virus biology as well as replication and medical aspects of specific virus families this volume of
field s virology rna viruses seventh edition covers the latest information on rna viruses how they cause disease how they can cause
epidemics and pandemics new therapeutics and vaccine approaches as provided in new or extensively revised chapters that reflect
these advances in this dynamic field bundled with the ebook which will be updated regularly as new information about each virus is
available this text serves as the authoritative up to date reference book for virologists infectious disease specialists microbiologists and
physicians as well as medical students pursuing a career in infectious diseases

Going Viral: A Gravity Model of Infectious Diseases and Tourism Flows

2012-12-06

emerging and reemerging viral pathogens applied virology approaches related to human animal and environmental pathogens volume
two presents new research information on viruses and their impact on the scientific community it provides a reference book on certain
viruses in humans animals and vegetal along with a comprehensive discussion on interspecies interactions the book then looks at the
drug vaccine and bioinformatical strategies that can be used against these viruses giving the reader a clear understanding of
transmission the book s end goal is to create awareness that the appearance of newly transmissible pathogens is a global risk that requires
shared adoptable policies for prevention and control covers most emerging viral disease in humans animals and plants provides the most
advanced tools and techniques in molecular virology and the modeling of viruses creates awareness that the appearance of new
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transmissible pathogens is a global risk highlights the need to adopt shared policies for the prevention and control of infectious diseases

Virus-Induced Immunosuppression

2019-07-31

those who deal with infectious diseases on a daily this two volume work stems from the belief of the editors that infectious diseases are
not only very basis much with us today but more importantly that they there are several excellent textbooks dealing will continue to
playa significant global role in mor with medical microbiology and there are equally bidity and mortality in all people a continuing
need well recognized books devoted to infectious dis for an informed and knowledgeable community of eases the editors of this work
on the other hand were persuaded that there was a need for a publica laboratory scientists is fundamental data describing tion that
would bring together the most pertinent and the global impact of infectious diseases are difficult to come by fortunately a recent
thoughtful and relevant information on the principles and practice of provocative publication by bennett et al 1987 pro the laboratory
diagnosis of infectious diseases and vides us with data derived from several consultants include clinical relationships while this two
volume that clearly delineate the impact of infectious dis text is directed toward the role of the laboratory in eases on the united states
today

Comprehensive Textbook of Infectious Diseases

2002-10

viral infections of the nervous system are important because they are associated with high morbidity and mortality a variety of
pathogenetic mechanisms are involved in these infections and an understanding of the pathogenesis is essential in understanding the
diagnostic and clinical management aspects of the disease specialized investigations are often necessary for definitive diagnosis although
a presumptive diagnosis should often be suspected on the basis of the clinical features many of the chapters in this book are written by
neurologists who are experts in basic science research of their topic in addition to active clinical practice in their specialty

Infectious Diseases: Viral, fungal, and parasitic

2022-06-09

the past decade has seen mounting global concern regarding viral outbreaks such as sars avian influenza and west nile virus in 2004 and
2005 reports of bird to human and possible human to human transmissions of the h5n1 influenza viruses raised fears that these viruses
could cause a pandemic on the scale of the spanish flu pandemic of 1918 previous to this a novel coronavirus had been identified as the
aetiological agent of the severe acute respiratory syndrome sars a new respiratory viral disease that emerged at the end of 2002 and
caused profound disturbances in over 30 countries worldwide in 2003 it is not known whether the sars coronavirus will re emerge
especially since its origins and potential reservoir s are unresolved however these outbreaks have shown that these viruses can emerge
in any part of the world at any time this book critically evaluates the latest scientific evidence on novel or re emerging viral diseases
and brings together contributions from world experts on this topic explaining best practice in their area and discussing lessons learned
and how best to collaborate to prevent and control future outbreaks topics covered include the latest advances in virology particularly in
the area of epidemiology diagnostics animal models for viral infection antiviral and vaccine development novel and re emerging
respiratory viral diseases offers a comprehensive and interdisciplinary account of all aspects of the topic from basic molecular biology to
public health issues and is therefore essential reading for virologists infectious disease specialists public health managers researchers and
epidemiologists as well as those working in vaccine development pharmaceutical medicine and drug discovery

Fields Virology: RNA Viruses

2019-09-14

mims pathogenesis of infectious disease is the landmark book in the field of infectious disease the new revised edition of this work
provides a comprehensive up to date description of the mechanisms of microbial infection and the pathogenesis of infectious disease
presented in a clear accessible style it deals in an integrated manner with the spectrum of microorganisms describing the factors
common to all infectious diseases molecular biology pathology and immunology are brought together to explain the mechanisms for
spread immune response and recovery describes the origin and molecular biology of pandemic influenza hiv1 and hiv2 as well as the
recent work on papillomaviruses herpesviruses bse and variant cjd contains the latest data on tuberculosis microbial evasion of immune
defenses and the spread of antibiotic resistance genes among bacteria provides an update on vaccines prions immune evasion and
microbial ligands and receptors gives an up to date picture of the global burden of infectious diseases

Emerging and Reemerging Viral Pathogens

2012-12-06

written by authorities in infectious disease and disaster preparedness this one stop resource covers the relevant theoretical historical and
pragmatic considerations of viral outbreaks and bioterrorism it provides an expert overview of this complex area for infectious disease
physicians emergency medicine physicians hospital administrators and more explores the historical context of various agents and
potential agents that could be used for bioterrorism including anthrax tularemia smallpox sars and more discusses the lessons learned
from naturally occurring outbreaks that have enhanced preparedness at individual hospitals locally regionally nationally and
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internationally provides forms checklists and algorithms throughout invaluable resources for health care providers and administrators
consolidates today s available information on this timely topic into a single convenient resource

Laboratory Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases Principles and Practice

2012-08-10

contains numerous color illustrations of the characteristic clinical and histological manifestations of viral ailments to aid in quick diagnosis
and treatment mucocutaneous manifestations of viral diseases outlines a brief taxonomy and history of each disease a timeline of
infection and progression clinical manifestations of the structural alteration of skin cells and tissues tables of differential diagnoses and
symptomatic treatment current laboratory findings written by more than 30 internationally renowned contributors and containing
over 3400 citations figures and tables this essential reference will benefit internists clinical immunologists microbiologists pathologists
virologists and dermatologists infectious disease specialists pediatricians and family practitioners as well as public health specialists and
graduate and medical school students in these disciplines

Viral Infections of the Human Nervous System

2008-04-30

as a consultant to the plastics industry ottmar brandau s focus is on using his engineering knowhow and production management
experience to improve quality and productivity cut down cycle time and introduce secondary processes such as inline printing this
book is a thoroughly practical handbook which provides engineers and managers with the toolkit to improve production and
engineering aspects in their own businesses saving money increasing output and improving competitiveness by adopting new
technologies in this book brandau covers the engineering aspects of bottle production and the relevant production processes focusing on
blow molding along with plant lay out and organization and production management to produce the definitive handbook for engineers
and managers alike learn the tricks of the trade from an experienced engineer and manager save money practical strategies to improve
cycle times increase productivity improve plant lay out and organization and implement secondary processes such as inline printing

Novel and Re-emerging Respiratory Viral Diseases

2015-01-24

approximately 75 of emerging infectious diseases are zoonoses and the rate of emergence of zoonotic diseases is on the rise bats are being
increasingly recognised as an important reservoir of zoonotic viruses of different families including sars coronavirus nipah virus hendra
virus and ebola virus understanding bats role in emerging zoonotic diseases is crucial to this rapidly expanding area of research bats and
viruses a new frontier of emerging infectious diseases provides an updated overview of research focusing on bat biology and the role
bats play as hosts of many major zoonotic viruses the text covers bat biology immunology and genomics chapters also delve into the
various major bat borne virus families including lyssaviruses paramyxoviruses coronaviruses filoviruses and reoviruses among others
edited by leaders in the field bats and viruses a new frontier of emerging infectious diseases is a timely invaluable reference for bat
researchers studying microbiology virology and immunology as well as infectious disease workers and epidemiologists among others

Mims' Pathogenesis of Infectious Disease

2023-04

using a multidisciplinary approach human respiratory viral infections is set at the level between the definitive reference work and an
essential clinical manual exploring recent advances in human respiratory viral research the text builds on the basic sciences of
epidemiology virology molecular biology and immunology to cover clinical diagnos

Viral Outbreaks, Biosecurity, and Preparing for Mass Casualty Infectious Diseases Events

2002-06-25

sharing biological resources critical for new medicines and vaccines has declined as countries and scientists dispute rights over research

Mucocutaneous Manifestations of Viral Diseases

1976

Viral Infections of Humans

2004
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An Atlas of the Clinical Microbiology of Infectious Diseases: Viral, fungal, and parasitic
agents

1985

Laboratory Diagnosis of Viral Infections

2012-08-31

Taxonomic Guide to Infectious Diseases

1988-11-21

Laboratory Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases Principles and Practice

2015-06-29

Bats and Viruses

2014-06-23

Human Respiratory Viral Infections

2020-06-03

Viral Sovereignty and Technology Transfer

2014-01-15

Marburg Virus Disease
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